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QUESTION 1

You enter the following command: 

crsctl status resource MyApp 

You get this output: 

NAME=MyApp 

TYPE=cluster_resource TARGET=ONLINE STATE=ONLINE on RACNODE4 MyApp is a policy-managed resource
using a server pool with two nodes called RACNODE3 and RACNODE4 and has a cardinality of 1. 

What are the meanings of the target and state status values? 

A. MyApp is currently active on RACNODE4 and is meant to be active only on RACNODE4. 

B. MyApp is meant to be active, is currently active on RACNODE4, but the Grid Infrastructure may start MyApp on
RACNODE3 due to failovers. 

C. MyApp is active on RACNODE4 and was manually started. 

D. MyApp should also be online on RACNODE3 because it is a cluster_resources type that must be active on at least
two nodes in the cluster, thereby overriding the CARDINALITY attribute. 

Correct Answer: B 

Resource Attributes 

NAME 

A case-sensitive alphanumeric string that names the resource. Oracle recommends a naming convention that starts with
an alphanumeric prefix, such as myApache, and complete the name with an identifier to describe it. 

A resource name can contain any platform-supported characters except the exclamation point (!) and the tilde 

(~). A resource name cannot begin with a period (.) nor with the string ora. 

TYPE 

The type of resource indicated when you create a resource. This attribute is required when creating a resource. 

Local resource: Instances of local resources--type name is local_resource--run on each server of the cluster. When a
server joins the cluster, Oracle Clusterware automatically extends local resources to have instances tied to the new
server. 

When a server leaves the cluster, Oracle Clusterware automatically sheds the instances of local resources that ran on
the departing server. Instances of local resources are pinned to their servers; they do not fail over from one server to 

another. Cluster resource: Cluster-aware resource types--type name is cluster_resource--are aware of the cluster
environment and are subject to cardinality and cross-server switchover and failover. 

TARGET 

An internal, read-only attribute that describes the desired state of a resource. Using the crsctl start resource_name or
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crsctl stop resource_name commands, however, can affect the value of this attribute. 

STATE 

An internally-managed attribute that reflects the current state of the resource as reported by Oracle Clusterware. The
state of a resource can be one of the following: 

ONLINE: The resource is online and resource monitoring is enabled (see CHECK_INTERVAL). OFFLINE: 

The resource is offline and only offline resource monitoring is enabled, if configured (see
OFFLINE_CHECK_INTERVAL). 

INTERMEDIATE: The resource is either partially online or was known to be online before and subsequent attempts to
determine its state have failed; resource monitoring is enabled (see CHECK_INTERVAL). UNKNOWN: The resource is 

unmanageable and its current state is unknown; manual intervention is required to resume its operation. A resource in
this state is not monitored. 

Oracle?Clusterware Administration and Deployment Guide 11g Release 2 (11.2) 

 

QUESTION 2

You use the following command to create a disk group: 

CREATE DISRGROUP DATA NORMAL REDUNDANCY FAILGROUP fg_f ra_l DISK \\'/dev/sda6\\' NAME FRA_DISKl,
\\'/dev/sda7\\' NAME FRA_DISK2 FAILGROUP fg_fra_2 DISK \\'/dev/sdb1\\' NAME FRA_DISK3, \\'/dev/sdb2\\' NAME
FRA_DISK4 FAILGROUP fg_fra_3 DISK \\'/dev/sdc1\\' NAME FRA_DISK5, \\'/dev/sdc2\\' NAME FRA_DISK6
ATTRIBUTES \\'AU_SIZE\\' = \\'4M\\' \\'compatible.rdbms\\' = \\'11.1.0\\'; 

Which two statements are true about the data disk group? 

A. Each disk in a failure group is a mirror of the corresponding disk in the other failure groups. For example,
FRA_DISK2 is a mirror of FRA_DISK4 and FRA_DISK6. 

B. By default, the files created in this disk group must have, for each extent, one primary copy and two mirror copies;
one on each of the failure groups. 

C. Because the size clause is not used, the disk group uses the same amount of space on each disk. 

D. The \\'compatible. rdbms\\' attribute specifies the minimum COMPATIBLE setting for any database using this disk
group. 

E. If the FRA_DISK2 disk fails, there are mirrored copies in one of the other failure groups for any primary extents that
are on FRA_DISK2. 

F. The allocation unit, AU_SIZE, sets the size of the disk read and write to ASM diskgroups. 

Correct Answer: DE 

About Mirroring and Failure Groups 

Mirroring protects data integrity by storing copies of data on multiple disks. When you create a disk group, you specify
an Oracle ASM disk group type based on one of the following three redundancy levels: 

Normal for 2-way mirroring 
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High for 3-way mirroring 

External to not use Oracle ASM mirroring, such as when you configure hardware RAID for redundancy 

The redundancy level controls how many disk failures are tolerated without dismounting the disk group or losing data.
The disk group type determines the mirroring levels with which Oracle creates files in a disk group. 

For information about disk group types and templates, see "Managing Disk Group Templates". Oracle ASM mirroring is
more flexible than traditional RAID mirroring. For a disk group specified as NORMAL redundancy, you can specify the 

redundancy level for each file. For example, two files can share the same disk group with one file being mirrored while
the other is not. 

When Oracle ASM allocates an extent for a mirrored file, Oracle ASM allocates a primary copy and a mirror copy.
Oracle ASM chooses the disk on which to store the mirror copy in a different failure group than the primary copy.
Failure 

groups are used to place mirrored copies of data so that each copy is on a disk in a different failure group. The
simultaneous failure of all disks in a failure group does not result in data loss. 

You define the failure groups for a disk group when you create an Oracle ASM disk group. After a disk group is created,
you cannot alter the redundancy level of the disk group. If you omit the failure group specification, then Oracle ASM 

automatically places each disk into its own failure group, except for disk groups containing disks on Oracle Exadata
cells. Normal redundancy disk groups require at least two failure groups. High redundancy disk groups require at least
three 

failure groups. Disk groups with external redundancy do not use failure groups. 

Allocation Units 

Every Oracle ASM disk is divided into allocation units (AU). An allocation unit is the fundamental unit of allocation within
a disk group. A file extent consists of one or more allocation units. An Oracle ASM file consists of one or more file 

extents. When you create a disk group, you can set the Oracle ASM allocation unit size with the AU_SIZE disk group
attribute. The values can be 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64 MB, depending on the specific disk group compatibility level. Larger
AU 

sizes typically provide performance advantages for data warehouse applications that use large sequential reads. 

Oracle?Automatic Storage Management Administrator\\'s Guide 11g Release 2 (11.2) 

 

QUESTION 3

mounted: DATA and DATA2, but the results of the SHOW PARAMETER ASM_DISKGROUPS command show only
DATA as below: 
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What could have caused the DATA2 dlskgroup to be mounted based on the information injthe V $ASM_DISKGROUP
view? 

A. The DATA2 diskgroup contains the database files required to start a database instance that depends on this ASM
instance. 

B. The DATA2 diskgroup contains the voting files required for this cluster. 

C. The DATA diskgroup has mirrored objects in the DATA2 diskgroup. 

D. The DATA value In the parameter implies all diskgroup strings starting with data. 

E. The DATA2 diskgroup contains the SPFILE needed to start the ASM instance. 

Correct Answer: B 

Disk Groups Mounted at Startup 

At startup, the Oracle ASM instance attempts to mount the following disk groups: 

Disk groups specified in the ASM_DISKGROUPS initialization parameter Disk group used by Cluster Synchronization
Services (CSS) for voting files Disk groups used by Oracle Clusterware for the Oracle Cluster Registry (OCR) Disk
group 

used by the Oracle ASM instance to store the ASM server parameter file (SPFILE) 

D60488GC11 

Oracle 11g: RAC and Grid Infrastructure Administration Accelerated 7 - 5 

 

QUESTION 4

You have configured your eight-node cluster to use GNS. The network administrator has established delegated
subdomain for the Custer which is MYCLUSTER.EXAMPLE.COM. DHCP has been configured so that the cluster now
manages IP addresses within the cluster. Select three responses that describe the VIPs that will exist in this
configuration. 

A. 3 GNS VIPs 
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B. 8 Node VIPs 

C. 3 SCAN VIPs 

D. 1 GNS VIP 

E. 3 Node VIPs 

Correct Answer: BCD 

Implementing GNS If you use GNS, then you must specify a static IP address for the GNS VIP address, and delegate a
subdomain to be delegated to that static GNS VIP address. Dynamic IP address assignment using Oracle Grid Naming
Service (GNS) If you select this option, then network administrators assign static IP address for the physical host name
and dynamically allocated IPs for the Oracle Clusterware managed VIP addresses. In this case, IP addresses for the
VIPs are assigned by a DHCP and resolved using a multicast do- main name server configured as part of Oracle
Clusterware within the cluster. If you plan to use GNS, then you must have the following: A DHCP service running on
the public network for the cluster Enough addresses on the DHCP to provide 1 IP address for each node\\'s virtual IP,
and 3 IP addresses for the cluster used by the Single Client Access Name (SCAN) for the cluster Oracle Grid
Infrastructure Installation Guide 

 

QUESTION 5

Your Apache-based application resource called MyApp has a VIP application resource definition and an application
resource definition. 

The application is administrator managed and is currently active on nodeRACNODE3. You want to move it to host
RACNODE4, which is one of the HOSTING_MEMBERS in the resource definition. What is the most efficient method to
move 

the application and the VIP? 

A. Run crsctl relocate resource MyApp - n RACNODE4 - f. 

B. Run crsctl stop resource MyApp -n RACNODE3 -f followed by crsctl start MyApp -n RACNODE4 -f. 

C. Run crsctl stop resource MyApp -n RACNODE3 -f followed by crsctl relocate resource MyApp n RACNODE4. 

D. Run crsctl relocate resource MyApp -n RACNODE4. 

Correct Answer: A 

Relocating Applications and Application Resources 

Use the crsctl relocate resource command to relocate applications and application resources. For example, to relocate
the Apache Web server application to a server named rac2, run the following command: 

# crsctl relocate resource myApache -n rac2 

Each time that the action program is called, the crsctl relocate resource command waits for the duration specified by the
value of the SCRIPT_TIMEOUT resource attribute to receive notification of success or failure from the action program.
A 

relocation attempt fails if: 

The application has required resources that run on the initial server Applications that require the specified resource run
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on the initial server To relocate an application and its required resources, use the -f option with the crsctl relocate 

resource command. Oracle Clusterware relocates or starts all resources that are required by the application regardless
of their state. 

Oracle?Clusterware Administration and Deployment Guide 11g Release 2 (11.2) 

 

QUESTION 6

You are managing a single-instance database and your company wants to convert the single instance database to an
Oracle RAC database. You plan to use the rconfig utility to accomplish this task. 

What are the prerequisites for converting the single-instance database to an Oracle RAC database? 

A. Oracle Clusterware and Oracle Database software are installed on all target nodes. 

B. The Oracle Database binary is enabled for Oracle RAC on all target nodes. 

C. The database being converted has been backed up successfully. 

D. Oracle Clusterware is stopped. 

E. Automatic Storage Management (ASM) must be enabled and the ASM disk should be available on all nodes. 

Correct Answer: C 

C.3.1 Prerequisites for Converting to Oracle RAC Databases Before you convert a single-instance database to an
Oracle RAC database, ensure that the following conditions are met for each cluster node that you intend to make an
Oracle RAC database node: 

Oracle Clusterware 11g release 2 (11.2) is installed, configured, and running. Oracle RAC 11g release 2 (11.2) software
is installed. 

The Oracle binary is enabled for Oracle RAC. 

Shared storage, either Oracle Cluster File System or Oracle ASM, is available and accessible from all nodes. 

User equivalence exists for the oracle account. 

If you intend to use Oracle Enterprise Manager, then all Oracle Enterprise Manager agents are configured and running,
and are configured with cluster and host information. 

You have backed up your existing database. 

Oracle?Real Application Clusters Installation Guide 11g Release 2 (11.2) for Linux and UNIX 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three statements are true about services and the Resource Manager? 

A. The Resource Manager can manage the relative priority of services within an instance by binding services directly to
consumer groups if services are mapped to consumer groups by the DBA. 
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B. When a client connects using a service, the service can be mapped to a consumer group, enabling the Resource
Manager to manage work requests by service in the order of their importance. 

C. The srvctl utility is used to map services to consumer groups. 

D. The Resource Manager offers benefits In managing workloads because priority is given to business functions rather
than the sessions that support those business functions. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

A resource consumer group (consumer group) is a collection of user sessions that are grouped to- gether based on their
processing needs. When a session is created, it is automatically mapped to a consumer group based on mapping rules
that you set up. As a database administrator (DBA), you can manually switch a session to a different consumer group.
Before you enable the Resource Manager, you must specify how user sessions are assigned to re- source consumer
groups. You do this by creating mapping rules that enable the Resource Man- ager to automatically assign each session
to a consumer group upon session startup, based upon session attributes. Oracle Database Resource Manager (the
Resource Manager) enables you to manage multiple workloads within a database that are contending for system and
database resources. In addition, the Database Resource Manager can map services to consumer groups. Therefore,
you can automatically manage the priority of one service relative to others. You can use con- sumer groups to define
relative priority in terms of either ratios or resource consumption. Oracle Database Administrator\\'s Guide 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three statements are true about Oracle Clusterware component log files? 

A. Oracle RAC uses a common unified log directory structure to store all Oracle Clusterware component log files. 

B. The consolidated directory structure simplifies diagnostic information collection and assists during data retrieval and
problem analysis. 

C. The Clusterware and Database log files are stored under the same unified directory structure. 

D. The location of the log directory structure is /log/. 

E. The log directory structure is the same on UNIX and Linux systems, but different on Windows platforms. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Oracle Clusterware Main Log Files 

Oracle Clusterware uses a unified log directory structure to consolidate the Oracle Clusterware component log files.
This consolidated structure simplifies diagnostic information collection and assists during data retrieval and problem
analysis. 

The slide shows you the main directories used by Oracle Clusterware to store its log files: 

CRS logs are in /log//crsd/. The crsd.log file is archived every 10 MB (crsd.l01, crsd.l02, ...). 

CSS logs are in Grid_HOME /log//cssd/. The cssd.log file is archived every 20 MB (cssd.l01, cssd.l02, ...). 

EVM logs are in /log//evmd. 

SRVM (srvctl) and OCR (ocrdump, ocrconfig, ocrcheck) logs are in /log//client/ and $ORACLE_HOME/log//client/.
Important Oracle Clusterware alerts can be found in alert.log in the 
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/log/ directory. 

D60488GC11 

Oracle 11g: RAC and Grid Infrastructure Administration Accelerated 2 - 11 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three statements are true about Clusterware resource debugging? 

A. The crsctl command can be used to set debugging for Clusterware resources by using the following syntax: crsctl set
log resource "resource_name:logging_level". 

B. Enabling logging for Clusterware resources can negatively affect cluster performance, so it should be used only when
required. 

C. After collecting debugging data for a specific Clusterware resource, terminate the collection of debugging data by
issuing the crsctl set log resource "resource_name:stop" command. 

D. Although the crsctl command can be used to dynamically affect logging for Clusterware resources, you can also
configure resource debugging automatically by specifying a logging_ievel clause in the
Grid_Home/log/hostname/admin/ clscfg.ini file. 

E. Debugging cannot be set for user-defined resources. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Enabling Resource Debugging 

Change the USR_ORA_DEBUG resource attribute to 1 for specific resources: 

# crsctl set log res "ora.host01.vip:1" 

After you capture all trace information, change the debug attribute back to 0: 

# crsctl set log res "ora.host01.vip:0" 

You can use an initialization file to configure debugging. The initialization file name includes the name of the process
that you are debugging (process_name.ini). 

The file is located in the /log/host_name/admin/ directory. 

Oracle Support may request that you enable tracing to capture additional information for problem resolution with Oracle
Clusterware resources. Because the procedures described here may affect performance, perform these activities only 

with the assistance of Oracle Support. The initialization file name includes the name of the process that you are
debugging (process_name.ini). The file is located in the /log/host_name/admin/ directory. For example, the name 

for the CLSCFG debugging initialization file on node1 would be: 

/log/node1/admin/clscfg.ini 

D60488GC11 

Oracle 11g: RAC and Grid Infrastructure Administration Accelerated 6 - 13 
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QUESTION 10

You are ready to add two new nodes called RACNODE5 and RACNODE6 to your existing four- node cluster using
addNode.sh 

You have run cluvfy -peer to check the new nodes against a reference node. When you originally created the cluster,
the network administrators chose to statically define the scan vip addresses in the corporate DNS server, and you
installed the Oracle Grid Infrastructure without using GNS. 

What is the correct way to silently add the nodes? r 

A. addNode . sh -silent "CLUSTER_NEW_nodes={ RACNODE5, RACNODEg > " 

B. addNode . sh -silent "CLUSTER_NEW_VIRTUAL_HOSTNAMES= " 

D. addNode.sh -silent -responseFile mynewnodea . txt With the response file containing only 

E. CLUSTER_NEW_NODES= {"RACNODE5, RACNODE6") 

F. addNode.sh -silent -responseFile mynewnodes . txt With the response file containing only CLUSTER NEW VIRTUAL
HOSTNAMES= { " RACNODE3-VI P , RACNODE4 -VI P > 

Correct Answer: C 

Navigate to the Grid_home/oui/bin directory on node1 and run the addNode.sh script us- ing the following syntax, where
node2 is the name of the node that you are adding and node2-vip is the VIP name for the node: 

If you are using Grid Naming Service (GNS): 

$ ./addNode.sh -silent "CLUSTER_NEW_NODES={node2}" 

If you are not using GNS: 

$ ./addNode.sh -silent "CLUSTER_NEW_NODES={node2}" "CLUSTER_NEW_VIR- TUAL_
HOSTNAMES={node2-vip}" 

Alternatively, you can specify the entries in a response file, where file_name is the name of the file, and run the
addNode.sh script, as follows: 

$ addNode.sh -silent -responseFile file_name 

When the addNode.sh script completes, a message window displays a list of nodes in the cluster and root scripts that
must be run on those nodes. Oracle?Clusterware Administration and Deployment Guide 

 

QUESTION 11

Which four statements are true about ADVM interoperability? 

A. Using fdisk or similar disk utilities to partition ADVM-managed volumes is not supported 

B. On Linux platforms, the raw utility can be used to map ADVM volume block devices to raw volume devices. 

C. The creation of multipath devices over ADVM devices is not supported. 
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D. You may create ASMLIB devices over ADVM devices to simplify volume management. 

E. ADVM does not support ASM storage contained in Exadata. 

F. ADVM volumes cannot be used as a boot device or a root file system. 

Correct Answer: ACEF 

Oracle Automatic Storage Management Cluster File System (Oracle ACFS) and Oracle ASM Dy- namic Volume
Manager (Oracle ADVM) extend Oracle ASM support to include database and application executables, database trace
files, 

database alert logs, application reports, BFILEs, and configuration files. Other supported files are video, audio, text,
images, engineering drawings, and other general-purpose application file data. 

Because of the fact that Oracle ADVM Volumes are technically spoken ASM files located on ASM Disk groups, and the
fact that the Dynamic Volumes do not use the traditional device parti- tioning, it enables Oracle to extend some of the 

ASM features to the ASM Clustered File Sys- tems, which are created inside these ADVM Volumes, such as dynamic
resizing or dynamically adding volumes. This makes ADVM and ACFS a far more flexible solution than traditional
physical 

devices. 

Important Notes: 

Partitioning of dynamic volumes (using fdisk or similar) is not supported Do not use raw to map ADVM volume block
devices into raw volumes devices Do not create multipath devices over ADVM devices Do not create ASMLIB devices
over 

ADVM devices 

Oracle ADVM supports all storage solutions supported for Oracle ASM with the excep- tion of NFS and Exadata
storage 

ADVM volumes cannot be used as a boot device or a root file system 

 

QUESTION 12

Your cluster was originally created with nodes RACNODE1 and RACNODE2 three years ago. Last year, nodes
RACNODE3 and RACNODE4 were added. 

These nodes have faster processors and more local storage than the original nodes making performance management
and tuning more difficult. 

Two more nodes with the same processor speed have been added to the cluster last week as RACNODE5 and
RACNODE6 and you must remove RACNODE1 and RACNODE2 for redeployment. 

The Oracle Grid Infrastructure is using GNS and the databases are all 11g Release 2, all running from the same home.
The Grid home is /fs01/home/grid. 

Which three steps must be performed to remove the nodes from the cluster? 

A. Run /fs01/home/grid/oui/bin/runInstaller -updateNodeList ORACLE_HOME=/fs01/home/grid "CLUSTER_NODES=
{RACNODE3 , RACNODE4 , RACNODE5 , RACNODE6} as the grid software owner on any remaining node. 
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B. Run /fs01/home/grid/oui/bin/runInstaller -updateNodeList ORACLE_HOME=/fs01/home/grid "
CLUSTER_NODES={RACNODE1} as the grid software owner on RACNODE1 and run /fs01/home/
grid/oui/bin/runInstaller -updateNodeList ORACLE_HOME=/ fs01/home/grid " CLUSTER_NODES={RACNODE 2} as
the grid software owner on RACNODE2. 

C. Run /fs01/home/grid/oui/bin/runInstaller -detachHome ORACLE_HOME=/fs01/home/grid as the grid software owner
on RACNODE1 and RACNODE2. 

D. Run the /fs01/home/grid/crs/install/rootcrs.pl script as root on each node to be deleted. 

E. Run crsctl delete node -n RACNODE1 and crsctl delete node -n RACNODE2 as root from any node remaining in the
cluster. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Deleting a Cluster Node on Linux and UNIX Systems 

1.

 Ensure that Grid_home correctly specifies the full directory path for the Oracle Clusterware home on each node, where
Grid_home is the location of the installed Oracle Clusterware software. 

2.

 Run the following command as either root or the user that installed Oracle Clusterware to determine whether the node
you want to delete is active and whether it is pinned: 

$ olsnodes -s -t 

If the node is pinned, then run the crsctl unpin css command. Otherwise, proceed to the next step. 

3.

 Disable the Oracle Clusterware applications and daemons running on the node. Run the rootcrs.pl script as root from
the Grid_home/crs/install directory on the node to be deleted, as follows: 

# ./rootcrs.pl -deconfig -deinstall -force 

If you are deleting multiple nodes, then run the rootcrs.pl script on each node that you are deleting. If you are deleting all
nodes from a cluster, then append the -lastnode option to the preceding command to clear OCR and the voting disks, as
follows: # ./rootcrs.pl -deconfig -deinstall -force -lastnode 

4.

 From any node that you are not deleting, run the following command from the Grid_home/bin directory as root to delete
the node from the cluster: 

# crsctl delete node -n node_to_be_deleted 

Then if you run a dynamic Grid Plug and Play cluster using DHCP and GNS, skip to step 7. 

5.

 On the node you want to delete, run the following command as the user that installed Oracle Clusterware from the
Grid_home/oui/bin directory where node_to_be_deleted is the name of the node that you are deleting: 

$ ./runInstaller -updateNodeList ORACLE_HOME=Grid_home "CLUSTER_NODES= {node_to_be_deleted}"
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CRS=TRUE -silent -local 

6.

 On the node that you are deleting, depending on whether you have a shared or local Oracle home, complete one of the
following procedures as the user that installed Oracle Clusterware: 

If you have a shared home, then run the following command from the Grid_home/oui/bin directory on the node you want
to delete: 

$ ./runInstaller -detachHome ORACLE_HOME=Grid_home -silent -local For a local home, deinstall the Oracle
Clusterware home from the node that you want to delete, as follows, by running the following command, where
Grid_home is the 

path defined for the Oracle Clusterware home: 

$ Grid_home/deinstall/deinstall local 

7.

 On any node other than the node you are deleting, run the following command from the Grid_home/oui/ bin directory
where remaining_nodes_list is a comma-delimited list of the nodes that are going to remain part of your cluster: 

$ ./runInstaller -updateNodeList ORACLE_HOME=Grid_home "CLUSTER_NODES= {remaining_nodes_list}"
CRS=TRUE -silent 

8.

 Run the following CVU command to verify that the specified nodes have been successfully deleted from the cluster: 

$ cluvfy stage -post nodedel -n node_list [-verbose] 

Oracle?Clusterware Administration and Deployment Guide 11g Release 2 (11.2) 
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